
Stories of Consumption
A Digital Storytelling approach to engage teachers 
and students in sustainable consumption practices



Design and financing of the project

• CGF was promoting a contest proposed to fund best 
practices concerning education and the spread of 
knowledge in the subject of sustainable consumption

• How to design an intervention with a DST digital • How to design an intervention with a DST digital 
approach so that both technical and contextual 
requirements were met.



Media Shots: 
• DST Skills  // Opportunity to expand

DECO (Consumer Association) 
• Know how // Contents

Searching for a Partnership           
[shared advantages] 

• Know how // Contents

Lisbon Secondary School
• Learning environment // free cost training 

… The Project funding was approved by the Gulbenkian Foundation…



Initial idea

• Drive such an intervention with minimal disruption of the 
public school’s routine.

• DST Workshops for teachers, after classes, where they 
would learn while producing their own stories. would learn while producing their own stories. 

• After that they would work with their students, in class, 
under our supervision.



Unexpected Issues

• The project was planned to start at the beginning of the 
school year

• Several constraints occurred namely delays from the the• Several constraints occurred namely delays from the the
funder that affected the design of the training                
(e.g.: the pressure of national curricula and testing).



Adjustments to the initial idea

• Teachers passed information to students prior to the 
formal workshops.

• Students had already planned their projects and in all 
cases we had help them to readjust their primary cases we had help them to readjust their primary 
choices.

• Some of the teachers ended by missing the workshops 
and made us work directly with their students.



What we learned 

TEACHERS

• Most of the teachers were over 45 years old and were 
facing a huge gap in their training in technology which 
they finally demystifiedthey finally demystified

• Younger teachers showed a strong will to explore new 
possibilities that would improve their work, working 
almost by themselves with a natural intuition



What we learned 

STUDENTS 
Tendency to:

• Collect general information with a minimal critical 
approach approach 
[Encouraged to assume and to give their own point of  view]

• Choose mostly shocking images to call attention and      
ensure impact with their work
[Encouraged to raise specific issues]



What we learned 

STUDENTS 
Tendency to:
• Lack creativity and copy/paste Web contents following 

mainstream formats 
[Challenged to dissemble these  models][Challenged to dissemble these  models]

EXAMPLE : “What if garbage revolted?”



What we learned 

STUDENTS 

• Showed almost complete autonomy with technology, 
although they had obvious difficulties with 
communication itself.communication itself.

EXAMPLE 3D Project



The Partnership

• Initially intend to be a collaborative project in which each 
part had a complementary role to Play.

• The Consumer association tried to control the whole 
process up to the end.process up to the end.

• Instead of cooperation there was a background of 
competition which affected several aspects of the 
Project. 



Website

It was the widest solution we found to 
publicize, share and allow the continuation 

of the Project.


